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OFFICE ORDER

As per the guidelines of UGC, all full-text Ph.D. theses are to be uploaded on Shodhganga in the format
provided by the INFLIBMET Center of UGC. As a result, after ti'reir final viva, alt Fn.b. scholars are
required to submit two CDs of their final Ph.D. thesis. As mentioned betow:
1.) 01 CD containing single PDF file of the final Ph.D. thesis for record in the Central Library.
2') 01 CD containing pdf files of the final Ph.D. thesis, split and named according to the format provided

by the UGc's INFLIBNET center.(Detaired format given at link
et.ac.in/

The split files' names should be as follows:
01_title.pdf
02_prelim pages.pdf *

03_content.pdf
04_abstract.pdf
O5_chapter 1.pdf
06_chapter 2.pdf
O7_chapter 3.pdf
O8_chapter 4.pdf
O9_chapter 5.pdf
1O_annexures.pdf **

80_Recommendation. pdf ***

* prelim pages to be clubbed as (title+declaration+dedication+certificate+acknowledgment+list of
tabls+graphs files)

** annexures files. to clu_bb.e.d as (bibliography+leferences+questionnaire+maps+publications, etc)***Recommendation should contain tilte page and chapter which contains Conclusion and fuiure r"op".
lmportant Poiinb:
(i) Add more files as per requirement, follow the Thesis files/chapters order.(ii) Please avoid special characters in tifle text.
(iii) Kindly ensure to provide abstract not exceeding 2048 characters as word file,
(iv) Provide provide 10 keywords selected from Library of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH).
(v) Scholarc are required to submit thesis in CD as per-format and uptoaain! will 

'be 
done by

Academic Section

C.C. :-
1. Director SLIET, for kind information
2. Dean(R&C)
3. Librarian
4. All HoDs - for circulating among research scholars
5. F.l. (ACSS) - for uploading on Institute Website
5. File Copy
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